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Lorentz teM and LM-SteM dPC anaLySiS of MagnetiC doMainS  
in Soft ferroMagnetS

Magnetic microstructure in the as suction cast Fe69B20Nb2Hf2Si2Y5 alloy was revealed by combined Lorentz-TEM and LM-
STEM DPC analysis. The thin foil of the alloy was found to be composed primarily of the amorphous phase with few dendritic 
structures. Magnetic domains were found large in the µm range with an average domain wall width of 52 nm. The magnetic do-
main boundaries are easily mobile, what was confirmed by in situ applied magnetic field. The LM-STEM DPC complements the 
Lorentz-TEM analysis by providing details on the intensity and spatial distribution of the magnetization vector within the domains. 
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1. introduction

It is a fascinating historical recollection that the domain 
theory, originally introduced by Weiss in 1906, was long left 
more widely unrecognised and even Weiss himself put more 
emphasis to molecular field theory rather than domain theory. 
It was not until forty three years later when first experimental 
evidence emerged to corroborate the domain structure of a real 
material and to make the domain theory fully blossom. Since that 
time the domain theory has become foundational to explaining 
the intricacies of magnetisation process and it largely has shaped 
our understanding of magnetic behaviour of materials [1]. 

along with the advances on the more theoretical front 
much progress was made over the ensuing years in magnetic 
domain imaging. Visualization of magnetic domains, assessing 
their spatial distribution, size, shape and arrangement greatly 
complements theoretical modelling and thermomagnetic meas-
urements and is thus indispensable for accurate characteriza-
tion of magnetic materials. For observation a range of methods 
were devised. In principle all those methods can be grouped 
into two classes: (i) these that disclose the domain walls (Bitter 
method, scanning probe microscope, Lorentz Microscopy in 
Fresnel mode) and the second class (ii) permitting observation 
of domains themselves through contrast or colour changes 
(Kerr, Faraday effects, polarized electron analysis, holography, 
differential phase contrast). Likewise on the instrumental side, 

given the mesoscopic size of typical domains, the frequently 
employed microscopy techniques can be subdivided into light 
and electron microscopy [1]. 

among the latter transmission electron microscopy (TEM) 
has the most appeal given its high spatial resolution capabilities 
and additional information on chemical composition and local 
structure it can yield simultaneously while examining magnetic 
thin foils. It also allows for real time experiments with in-situ 
applied magnetic field or temperature, what provides much de-
sired means for studies of the dynamics of magnetic domains. 
The foremost limitation in this instance is the thin foil thick-
ness, which has to be thin enough to be transparent for electron 
beam [2].

The physical principles of TEM domain imaging require 
that there is no magnetic field in the sample area into which, 
if present, the thin lamella would be otherwise immersed with 
fatal effect for the original domain structure. There is a number 
of technical strategies to ensure a magnetic free zone and the 
most common approach is simply realised by switching off 
the objective lens. Once this condition is met and the beam is 
directed vertically towards the thin foil it suffers a deflection 
force, Lorentz force, exerted by the ferromagnetic component 
lying in a plane perpendicular to the electron trajectory. The mag-
nitude of the Lorentz force is proportional to the vector product 
of electron velocity (v) and magnetic induction (B) averaged 
along the electron path: F = |e | (v × B) Hence the operating TEM 
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mode is named Lorentz TEM. The Lorentz deflection angle βL  
is given by

 L
e t
h
  B

 

where λ is the relativistic electron wavelength, t stands for the 
local sample thickness, h is Planck’s constant and B⊥ is the 
magnetic induction component normal to the electron trajectory. 
Typical Lorentz angle is below 100 µrad what is not trivial since 
it averts the risk of confusing Lorentz deflection angle with 
the more common Bragg scattering angle occurring typically in 
the 1-10 mrad range [2]. 

The most commonly exploited Lorentz TEM mode is the 
Fresnel mode. Depending on the defocus conditions (under fo-
cus, in focus, over focus) the magnetic domains are imaged as 
alternate bright and dark lines, the contrast is reversible when 
going from under to over focus i.e. bright lines become dark, 
dark turn into bright and so on. The mechanism of contrast 
generation is based on the domain walls arrangement relative to 
the electron beam. The bright lines turn up if the domain walls 
are arranged in such a way that the beam on either side of the 
wall is deflected towards the wall (convergent). When exam-
ined more closely bright lines, in fact, are composed of a set of 
parallel fringes, whose interpretation is quite complex and at 
the first approximation they can be understood in terms of local 
magnetic field fluctuations or field gradient in close proximity 
to the wall. The dark lines, as can be logically deduced, result 
from such a wall arrangement, that on either side of the wall 
the beam is deflected away from the wall. although very useful 
for fast domain wall analysis and permitting real time in-situ 
studies on e.g. magnetization reversal Lorentz TEM fails short 
when it comes to spatial distribution analysis of magnetization 
vector and it’s intensity within the domain area. 

In this respect more informative is differential phase con-
trast (DPC) analysis realised in scanning transmission electron 
microscopy (STEM) mode [3,4]. In simple terms in STEM 
a fine probe is scanned over a sample surface and at each ras-
ter electrons that are transmitted and scattered fall on a donut 
shaped, annular detector (aDF) placed beneath the sample. The 

resulting image contrast is roughly proportional to the square 
of the atomic number and hence the mode is particularly suited 
to heavy elements. Owing to the recent advances in aberration 
correction technology it allows for direct observation of columns 
of atoms and individual atoms what in conjunction with energy 
dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) makes it particularly attractive 
for research fields requiring precise atomic structure identifica-
tion. On top of the atomic structure analysis STEM can be used 
to map electro-magnetic fields. Successful mapping requires 
a separate split detector capturing a transmission disk at each 
scanning point. Owing to the same Lorentz force acting on the 
electron trajectory the beam is deflected and the deflection is 
measured as differential between the opposing segments of split, 
quadrant detector, employed to capture the transmitted disk after 
passing through the sample. 

In what comes next I discuss the application of Lorentz 
TEM and LM-STEM DPC to evaluation of magnetic micro-
structure in an example suction cast Fe69B20Nb2Hf2Si2Y5 soft 
ferromagnetic alloy [5].

2. experimental 

The specimen under investigation was produced from 
a master ingot by suction casting. The nominal chemical com-
position of the specimen was Fe69B20Nb2Hf2Si2Y5 (at.%) and 
it was consistent with the measured EDS composition, which 
was Fe88.4Nb1.9Hf2.7Si2.2Y4.8 (at.%). Thin lamellae for TEM 
were cut with focused ion beam (FIB) technique employing 
Thermo-Scientific Titan Themis X-FEg g3 Cs-corrected S/TEM 
microscope. More details can be found elsewhere [6].

3. results and discussion

The Fig. 1 shows a high resolution (HrTEM) image (a) and 
the corresponding Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) pattern taken 
(b) from the thin lamellae of the as suction cast Fe69B20Nb2Hf2 
Si2Y5 alloy. The HrTEM micrograph (Fig. 1a) is typical for an 

Fig. 1. The high resolution TEM (HrTEM) image (a) and the corresponding Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) (b) pattern taken from the thin lamella 
of the Fe69B20Nb2Hf2Si2Y5 as suction cast alloy
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amorphous material and the corresponding FFT shows in ac-
cordance a diffuse pattern (Fig. 1b). This well is in agreement 
with X-ray diffraction studies (not shown).

The Fig. 2 shows Lorentz TEM images taken at the same 
magnification from the thin lamella of the Fe69B20Nb2Hf2Si2Y5 
alloy at different values of defocus: 947 µm (a), 35 µm (b) and 
–976 µm (c). The top layer of the lamella with dark contrast than 
rest of the specimen is made of Pt used for screening against 
ga+ ions, while FIB etching. Beneath the Pt top layer the thin 
lamellae does not display any microstructural features apart from 
the dendrite structures, clearly visible on the in focus image in 
the Fig. 2b. The dendrites appear in response to suction casting, 
which kinetically and thermodynamically differs from melt spin-
ning that is more widely used for fabrication of soft ferromagnets. 
Irrespective of the dendritic structures Lorentz TEM reveals the 

presence of distinct magnetic domain boundaries, which disap-
pear under in-focus conditions (Fig. 2b) and reappear under out 
of focus conditions (Fig. 2a,c). The domains are large in µm range 
and the domain boundary contrast changes from dark to bright, 
when switching from over focus (Fig. 2a) to under focus (Fig. 2c). 

For a more detailed inspection of a magnetic domain wall 
structure a series of images were taken at different values of 
under focus (Fig. 3a-d). at the –2.3 mm under focus (Fig. 3a) 
the domain wall boundary is composed of a number of parallel 
fringes. The number of fringes decreases as the focus parameter 
approaches in focus conditions (Fig. 3b-d). The exact origin of 
these fringes is quite complex for interpretation but at the first 
approximation it can be related to the magnetic field gradient 
in close proximity to the domain wall as was already discussed 
in the introduction. 

Fig. 2. Lorentz-TEM micrographs taken at different focus from the thin lamella of the Fe69B20Nb2Hf2Si2Y5 alloy

Fig. 3. a series of TEM Lorentz taken for the thin lamella of the Fe69B20Nb2Hf2Si2Y5 alloy at different values of under focus
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an average width of the domain wall boundary can be 
determined by taking a series of out of focus images, with vary-
ing focus, and then plotting the image estimated domain wall 
width as a function of defocus parameter [7]. an example image 
taken from the current specimen at 1.6 mm over focus is shown 
for illustration in the Fig. 4(a). The green marker on the image 
indicates the observed domain wall width at that over focus 
value. The measured domain wall width as a function of defocus 
parameter is plotted in the Fig. 4 (b). By simple extrapolation 
to zero defocus it was possible to estimate the average domain 
wall width in the current specimen at 52 nm. 

For analysis of the domain boundary mobility magnetic 
field was applied in situ by running the electric current through 
the objective lens. The applied current value was restricted to 
10% of nominal value. For illustration most exemplary images 
taken at 0%, 5% and 10% current are presented at the Fig. 5(a-c).  
From the images it can be easily spotted that as the intensity of 
the current applied increases the domain walls shift and at the 
same time larger domains grow in size at the expanse of the 
smaller ones. It can be also noticed that the dendritic structures, 
although showing magnetic microstructure themselves, act as 
pinning sites for the walls of large domains. 

Fig. 4. Lorentz TEM micrograph taken at 1.6 mm over focus with a measured and marked domain wall width (a). The domain wall width a as 
function of defocus (∆f) plotted based on a series of over focus Lorentz-TEM images (b)

Fig. 5. a sequence of Lorentz-TEM images taken at the same under focus (-1.3 mm) under in situ applied magnetic field

Fig. 6. an oversimplified schematic of a four quadrant detector annular 
dark field system for DPC analysis

although Lorentz-TEM is useful for analysis of the distribu-
tion and mobility of the domain wall boundaries it is limited in 
terms of analysis of the magnetization vector spatial distribution 
and intensity. Hence, Lorentz-TEM analysis was complemented 
by LM-STEM DPC technique [8]. 

an oversimplified schematic illustration of the four 
quadrant annular dark field (aDF) detector system utilised for 
 STEM-DPC imaging is given in the Fig. 6 [9]. On the figure it is 
sketched how a transmitted beam hits the detector and depending 
on the Lorentz force the quadrant towards the beam is deflected 
receives more signal relative to the opposing segment. The re-
sulting microstructure can look like the example microstructures 
provided in the Fig. 7. The microstructures were recorded for the 
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Fig. 7. STEM Dark Field (DF) images recorded with the four segment detector system

Fig. 8. LM-STEM DPC image of the selected area taken from the thin 
lamella of the Fe69B20Nb2Hf2Si2Y5 alloy

Fig. 9. LM-STEM DPC of the thin foil cut out from the Fe69B20Nb2 
Hf2Si2Y5 alloy

thin foil of the Fe69B20Nb2Hf2Si2Y5 alloy. One can note distinct 
contrast changes between the images (Fig.  7a-d). The resulting 
LM STEM DPC image, reconstructed based on the Fig. 7, is 
given in the Fig. 8. Colour wheel is included in the image for 
indication of the orientation distribution, whereas the colour 
intensity designates the intensity of the magnetic field. an over-
view LM-STEM DPC image of the whole lamella is given in 
the Fig. 9. The observed magnetic domain size, arrangement and 

distribution are in accordance with the Lorentz-TEM analysis 
(Fig. 2). It is noted that the dendritic structures also display col-
our coded contrast changes, which suggests they have internal 
submicron domain microstructure. The domains in their instance 
are confined in size by the grain boundaries.

Overall the thin lamella of the Fe69B20Nb2Hf2Si2Y5 alloy 
shows a complex magnetic domain microstructure well revealed 
by the Lorentz-TEM and LM-STEM DPC analysis. 
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4. Conclusions

The as suction cast alloy shows a complex magnetic mac-
rostructure elucidated by Lorentz-TEM and LM-STEM DPC 
analysis. The magnetic domains are large and easily mobile, what 
indicates low coercivity. The domain wall movement is pinned 
to some extent by the presence of dendrites, that themselves 
show an internal submicrometric magnetic domain microstruc-
ture. The average domain wall width is estimated at 52 nm. The 
LM-STEM DPC results complement Lorentz-TEM analysis by 
providing more detailed insights on the magnetic vector distribu-
tion and its intensity within the domains. On the whole combined 
Lorentz-TEM and LM-STEM DPC become and indispensable 
tool for detailed studies of magnetic microstructures in soft  
ferromagnets.
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